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(ABSTRACT) 

This dissertation investigates two problems in the function theory of one com- 

plex variable. In Chapter 1, we study the asymptotics and zero distribution of solu- 

tions of the differential equation 

w’ + A(z)w = 0, 

where A(z) is a transcendental entire function of very slow growth. The result parallels 

the classical case when A(z) is assumed to be a polynomial. An analogue concerning 

the case when A(z) is a transcendental entire function whose series expansion satisfies 

the Hadamard gap condition is given. 

In Chapter 2, we give upper bounds for the number of deficient functions of 

entire functions of completely regular growth and entire functions whose zeros have 

angular densities. In particular, the bound is 2\ + 1 if the entire function is of 

completely regular growth with order A, 0 < \ < co. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

§1.1 Basic Ideas and Notation of the Nevanlinna Theory 

The value distribution theory of meromorphic functions studies the properties 

of meromorphic functions assuming values in the extended complex plane C = C U 

{oo}. The first major result in the theory was proved by Picard [25] in 1880. He 

showed that any transcendental meromorphic function assumes every value in C 

infinitely often, with at most two exceptions. In 1897, Borel [4] proved another major 

result in the theory, which says that any meromorphic function f(z) with finite order 

\ (see (1.4) and (1.5)) has at most two values a € C such that 

im log n(r, f = a) 

7400 logr 
<X, (1.1) 

where n(r, f = a) denotes the number of zeros of f(z) —a in |z| <r if a € C and the 

number of poles of f(z) in |z| < r if a = oo. Because a exceptional value in Picard’s 

result has to satisfy (1.1), Borel’s result is an extention of Picard’s. 

In 1925, Nevanlinna [20] extended both results above and unified the theory. 

His theory contains two important theorems which are known as Nevanlinna’s first 

and second fundamental theorems. Since we use much of the notation and techniques 

of the Nevanlinna theory in this dissertation, we will summarize the theory in this 

Typeset by As4S-TEX
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section. A more complete discussion may be found in [21] and [9]. 

The following formula plays an important role in the theory. 

Poisson-Jensen Formula [21]. Let f(z) be a meromorphic function on |z| < 

R(0< R< ov), anda; (j = 1,2,---, m), bk (k = 1,2, --- , mn) are zeros and poles 

of f(z) in |z| < R respectively. If z = re*® satisfies r < R, 29 #4;,j7 =1,2,---,m 

and zo # by, k = 1,2,--- , n, then 

R? —r? 

— 2Rr ov 2 +r? 

~ Yb R(Zzo ~ R(Z0 — bx) 

R? —_— “R? = bz | 

  

1 20 ; 

log Lf (20) = == f, log |f( Re) dp 
0 

+ 8 
      Roa —_ u 

Now let f(z) be a meromorphic function in C. We denote by n(r, f) the number 

of poles of f(z) in |z| < r and write 

    

1 1 
1 - -n(4+2) -2 (04) 1 

w(x )=/ itn (0,722) togr 
f-a 

for any a € C and 

_ "n(t, f) — n(0, f) N(r, f) -/ a dt + (0, f) log r. 

Set log* x = max{0, log x} for x > 0, 

1 1 /* ia -1 m(no—)== f log*| f(re'’) — a] d0 

] 
m(r, f) = =f logt| f(re’’)| dé. 

for a € C and
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Then the characteristic function T of f(z) is defined by 

T(r, f) = m(r, f) + N(r, f). 

Now we may state 

First Fundamental Theorem. Let f(z) be a nonconstant meromorphic 

function in C. Then for any a € C 

    m (°, —) +N ( ) = T(r, f) +O0(1) (1.3) 

as T — O. 

The theorem can be deduced from the Poisson-Jensen formula. From the defi- 

us ; ; 1 « - 
nition, we notice that the functional m [ r, Foa measures the average “closeness” 

— a 

of f(z) to the value a on the circle |z| = r, and N (* +) is a weighted average 

of the number of times that f(z) takes on the value a on the disk |z| < r. The 

functionals m(r, f) and N(r, f) measure the same averages with a replaced by oo. 

Thus, interpreted in this way, Nevanlinna’s first fundamental theorem says that the 

total affinity of the function f(z) is essentially the same for all values in C. 

If f(z) is entire, log M(r, f), where M(r, f) = max |f(z)|, is used to measure 

the growth of f(z). If f(z) is meromorphic, M(r, f) becomes infinite on circles con- 

taining poles of f(z) and so log M(r, f) is unsuitable for measuring the growth of 

f(z). We use the functional T(r, f) to measure the growth of meromorphic functions 

and remark that T(r, f) and log M(r, f) share many of the same important proper- 

ties. For instance, both are continuous, increasing, convex functions of log r.
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We may define the order A(f) = A of a meromorphic function f(z) by 

\= lim log T(r, f) (1.4) 
roo = og r 

If f(z) is entire, \ is also defined by 

_— loglog M(r, f) A= lim 
T—100 logr 

(1.5) 

An important relation between T(r, f) and log M(r, f) when f(z) is entire is that 

T(r, f) Slogt M(r, f) < 3   T(R, f) —r 

for 0 <r < R. So we easily see that definitions (1.4) and (1.5) are equivalent for 

entire functions. 

To state Nevanlinna’s second fundamental theorem, we denote by S(r, f) any 

function which satisfies 

S(r, f) = O(log (r T(r, f))) (1.6) 
as r — oo without restriction if \(f) < oo, and as r — oo outside an exceptional set 

of finite linear measure if A(f) = oo, and write 

Ny(r, f) = 2N(r, f) — N(r, f) +N (* 7) | 

It is not hard to see that Ni(r, f) > 0. 

Then we state 

Second Fundamental Theorem. Let f(z) be a nonconstant meromorphic 

function in C and let a,, k= 1,2, --- , q, be q distinct values in C. Then 

  mrs f)-+ Dm ( —z) S27 (r,f)— Mr, f)+S(r,f). (1-7)
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The proof of the second fundamental theorem depends essentially on the fol- 

lowing estimate of the functional m(r, -) applied to the logarithmic derivative: 

m (2) <0 

(x) 

m ( ) = S(r, f) (1.8) 

for all transcendental meromorphic functions f(z) and k EN. 

or more generally 

For any a € C, the Nevanlinna deficiency is defined by 

mir | ) v (noe) 

ccnemm Ta, f-a 
  

  22 Ter) ee TA 
and 

d(0o, f) = lim m(r; mrs f) _ 1-Im2& SF)   

  

roo T(r, f) retco T(r, fy 

The value a € C is called a deficient value of f(z) if 6(a, f) > 0. 

Since Ny(r, f) > 0, for transcendental f(z) it follows from (1.7) that 

  

  

(1 I ) 

20) + 92 Blan f) = im mt Stim Poet Tf) Sam Tint) 
wm dS) sg 2+ lim oy t (1) 

as r + oo. So by (1.6), noticing that the transcendence of f(z) implies logr = 

T-?0CO 

o(T(r, f)) as r + 00, we deduce that
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This holds for any choice of q distinct values aj,a2,--- , @,, so we deduce that the 

set of deficient values is a countable set and that 

S5(a, f) <2. (1.9) 
ace 

Since 

6(0, e”) = 6(00, e”) = 1, 

the function f(z) = e* shows that equality may hold in (1.9). In general, if f(z) is a 

transcendental entire function, it is obvious that 6(co, f) = 1. So we have 

5 (a, f) <1. 

If a € C satisfies (1.1) for a function f(z) with A(f) = » < oo, it is not hard 

to see that 

Tm 8Nin fae) oy 
r—+00 logr 

where N(r, f = a) is equal to N (“-) ifa € C and Mr, f) if a = co. From 
—a 

this, (1.7), (1.6) and Nevanlinna’s first fundamental theorem, we can easily obtain 

Borel’s result. 

To obtain Picard’s result, we just need to notice that if f(z) assumes a € C 

finitely many times then é(a, f) = 1.
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We can also define a deficient function. Let f(z) be meromorphic. A meromor- 

phic function a(z) is said to be a deficient function for f(z) if 

    

T(r,a) = 0(T(r, f)) (1.10) 

as r > co and 

m(nzaa) (>a) 
  

The conjecture that Nevanlinna’s second fundamental theorem holds for deficient 

functions, was asked by Nevanlinna himself and had been open for a long time. It 

was independently proved by Osgood [22] in 1985 and Steinmetz [29] in 1986. 

For later reference, we state the following theorem, which is also important in 

the value distribution theory of meromorphic functions. 

Tr 

Boutroux-Cartan Theorem [5]. Let P(z) = [[(z— cz), ce € C, k = 
k=1 

1,2,--- ,n, and H > 0. Then there exist m open disks D, with radiir,, 1 = 1,2,--- ,m, 

such that 

(1)m <n; 

(2) Sori < 2H; 
i=1 

(3) for any z ¢ U Dy, |P(z)| > (=). 

Finally, let z1, z2, --- be the zeros of f(z) other than z = 0, and suppose that 

\zn| = Tn such that 0 < ry < rg <---. Then we define the exponent of convergence 

of the zeros of f(z) to be the lower bound o(f) of numbers a such that > r- is 
n=1 

convergent. If f(z) has no zeros, then we define o(f) to be 0. Since the series 5) r7* 
n=l
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~ 1 
and the integral fn (, *) t~*—! dt converge simultaneously (see [9, Lemma 1.4]), 

0 
we have 

(f= intfa>o: [n(1,2) t~°"1 dt < co}. 

Moreover (see [3, Theorem 2.5.8]), 

(3) logn |r, F 

o(f) = Tm —~—/. r—00 logr 

Finally it is not hard to see that a(f) < A(f) (see [6, Theorem 9}).
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§1.2 Notation and Some Results in Wiman-Valiron Theory 

In this section we give some notation and results in Wiman-Valiron theory 

which we will use in this dissertation. A complete survey may be found in [10]. 

Suppose that 

f(z) = So nz” (1.12) 

is a transcendental entire function. The Wiman-Valiron theory describes the local 

behaviour of f(z), near a point where |f(z)| is large, in terms of the power series of 

f(z), and in particular gives some relations between M(r, f) and the maximum term 

p(r) = sup |an|r” = |an|r™. 
n 

Here N = N(r) is called the central index. If there are several maximum terms, we 

define N(r) to be the largest of the corresponding indices. We easily see that N(r) 

is an increasing function of r and N(r) — oo with r. If write 

N(r)=N_ for rn <r<rn4i, 

we see that N(r) is continuous at the points ry, and we can deduce that log y(r) is 

also a convex increasing function of logr. 

To state the results, we define the density and logarithmic density of a set 

E C [0, co) respectively by 

meas(E'| [0, 00)) 
  dens £ = lim (1.13) 

TOO Tr 

and 

lLm.( EA [l, logdens E = lim L-m(EN [1 29) (1.14) 
r—+00 logr
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provided that the limits exist. Here meas(E) = f dr is the linear measure and 
En|[0, co) 

d 
Lm(E)= f <" is the logarithmic measure of E. 

Eni, co) r 

The following theorem estimates the terms a, in (1.12) in terms of the maximum 

term outside an exceptional set. 

Theorem 1.A [10, Theorem 2]. Suppose that f(z) is an entire function of 

the form (1.12), N(r) is the central index of f(z) and K, 1 > 0, | an integer are given. 

Then denoting by G the range of N(r) there exist sequences {ri }neg and {s\,}neg 

satisfying 0 <r, < 8, < rj, < s,, whenever n < m and n,m € G such that for 

r=|z|e U(r, s) andk © N we have 
n? Tr 

neG 

|a,|r* < exp {se —N|+ N)(k- wy} -|ay|r™, (1.15) 

where b(z)~! = Kzlogz---log, z(log,,, r)'*° | log, x denotes the | times iterated log- 

arithm, 6 > 0 and N(r) = n whenever r, € [r',, si], n € G and the logarithmic 
nr “nN 

measure of |) (s{,, r/,,,) is finite. 
n€G 

The following theorem can be deduced from Theorem 1.A. 

Theorem 1.B [10, Theorem 5]. Suppose that f(z) is an entire function of the 

form (1.12) and N(r) is the central index of f(z). Then there exists a set E of finite 

logarithmic measure such that for any « > 0, we have 

  

M(r,f) < (1+ u(r) 5) : 

for all r = |z| ¢ E and r — oo, where 0(r) is defined exactly as in Theorem 1.A.
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The following theorem estimates the maximum modulus of the derivatives of an 

entire function f(z) in terms of the maximum modulus of f(z) outside an exceptional 

set. It can be found in [10, Theorem 12]. 

Theorem 1.C. Suppose that f(z) is an entire function and N(r) is the central 

index of f(z). Let j be a fixed nonnegative integer. Then there exists a set E of finite 

logarithmic measure such that ifr = |z| ¢ E and r — oo we have 

N(r) 
r 
  Mer, £2 = (1-400) (M2Y’ mre,0)
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§1.3 Complex Differential Equations 

In this section, we give some results concerning the properties, particularly the 

value distribution, of solutions of complex linear differential equations. A more com- 

plete discussion can be found in Laine’s book [16]. 

Throughout the remainder of this section, \(f) always denotes the order of the 

function f(z) (see (1.4) and (1.5)) and o(f) always denotes the exponent of conver- 

gence of the zeros of f(z) (see the definition in section 1.1). 

Consider the nth order homogeneous linear differential equation 

fF? 4 an r(z) fl) +--+ + ao(z)f = 0 (1.16) 

with entire coefficients a9(z), a1(z), +--+ , @n-1(z), where ag(z) #0. As is well known, 

all solutions of (1.16) are entire functions. For the relation between the growth of the 

solutions and the coefficients, we have 

Theorem 1.D (see [31, Satz 1] or [16, Theorem 4.1]). The coefficients ag(z), 

ay(z), +++, Gn_1(z) of (1.16) are polynomials if and only if all solutions of (1.16) are 

entire functions of finite order. 

Now let us consider the second order case, namely the equation 

f" +.a,(z)f' + ao(z)f = 0, (1.17) 

where ao(z), a;(z) are entire. Let
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then by (1.17), we have 

ut 1 2 1 / 

g" + | ao(z) — zai(z)" — sa; (z) } g = 0. 
4 2 

So we only need to consider the equation 

f’ + A(z) f =0, (1.18) 

where A(z) is an entire function. 

If A(z) is a polynomial 

P(z) =anz"+ Gn—12" | + +++ + a0, 

where a, # 0, many results concerning the zero distribution of the solutions have 

been proved. First we state 

Theorem 1.E (see [16, prop.5.1]).. Any non-trivial solution f(z) of 

f" + P(z)f =0 (1.19) 

n+2 
a   has the order X(f) = 

Now let f,;(z) and f2(z) be two linearly independent solutions of (1.19), and 

set E(z) = fi(z)fo(z). Then noticing that the Wronskian determinant W(fi, f2) = 

file) felz) — f(z) fe(z) is a constant C, we obtain an important equality 

4A(z)E(z)? = E'(z)? — C? — 2E(z)E"(z). (1.20) 

Using (1.20), Theorem 1.E, (1.8) and some basic techniques in complex differential 

equations, we deduce
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Theorem 1.F (see [16, Theorem 5.2]). Let fi(z) and fo(z) be two linearly 

independent solutions of (1.19). Then 

n+2 MB) = o(B) =   

Moreover, 

max(o(f1), o(f2)) = ” - 2   

In 1984, Hellerstein, Shen and Williamson proved the following theorem, which 

inspired much work. 

Theorem 1.G [12]. Let fi(z), fo(z) and E(z) be the same as those in Theo- 

rem 1.F. If E(z) has only real zeros then P(z) is constant. 

Gundersen extended this result by proving 

Theorem 1.H [8]. Let f,(z), fo(z) and E(z) be the same as those in Theorem 

1.F. If forz = 1,2 

nnr(r, fi) = o(r?) (1.21) 

as Tr — 00, where nnr(r, f) denotes the number of non-real zeros of f(z) in |z| <r, 

then P(z) is constant. 

In 1986, Hellerstein and Rossi considered the equation (1.18) in which the coef- 

ficient A(z) is replaced by a rational function, and used Hille’s method of asymptotic 

integration (see [14] or [15, Chap.7]) to prove 

Theorem 1.I [11, Theorem 1]. Let f;(z) and f,(z) be two linearly indepen- 

dent solutions of (1.18) in which 

A(z) = —— (1.22)
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where P(z) and Q(z) are polynomials. If (1.21) holds and E(z) = f,(z) fo(z) is tran- 

scendental then degree(P) — degree(Q) = 0. 

In that work, a result in the theory of asymptotic integration, which is related 

to our work in Chapter 2, played an important role. To state that result, let A(z) be 

rational of the form (1.22) and let 

n = degree(P) — degree(Q). 

Then as z > 00, 

A(z) = (1+ 0(1))an2"; an = lanle"" 40, 0 < a, < 2rz. 

Define for k = 0,1,---,n+1 

—a,, + 2kr 
6, = —————__, 

n+2 

Vile) = { 2: arg z— | < €}, 

Sele) ={z:6, +6 < argz < Ox41 }, 

Sr(e) = {2:0 Sarge < Oras —€}, 

Sele) = Si (6) 5; (€) 

and 

Sp = St(e)USe(e). 

Now we can state 

(1.23)
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Theorem 1.J (see [14], [15, Chap.7] or [11, Theorem C]). Let A(z) be ra- 

tional and of the form (1.22). Then there exist n + 2 solutions g,(z) of (1.18), 

k = 0,1,---,+1, meromorphic in Sf_,(e) US; USZ,,(€) with gx—1(z) and gz(z) 

linearly independent such that for all z € Sy_(€) US U Sf4,(€) and |z| — co 

1 2 . n gu(2) = (1-4 o(1))(anz")-# exp | 25 Vesle*"/*(—1) hie" (1 + o(1) \ (1.24) n | 

Moreover, if f(z) is a solution of (1.18), only finitely many of the zeros of f(z) lie 
n+1i 

outside |) V,(e). If f(z) has infinitely many zeros in V,(€), then the number of zeros 
k=0 

of f(z) in V.(e)N {z: |z| <r}, denoted by n,(r, f), satisfies 

2 

snap ta) Vaal ue) 
r(7, f) = 

as T — ©. 

Here we do not assume that the solution f is single value in C. Instead, we 

assume, as did Hille, that it is defined on the Riemann surface of log z. We notice 

that S_; = Sp41 only if all the g,’s are single valued meromorphic functions in C, 

and otherwise, So, S:, --- , S,41 are distinct regions on the Riemann surface of log z. 

Moreover, if A(z) = P(z) is a polynomial, then n = degree(P). 

It should be noted that Hille stated his results in [15] for the equation 

(K(z)w') + G(z)w = 0, 

P(e) 
Q(z) 

Q(z) are polynomials without common zeros, in (1.18), then the transformation 

where A(z) and G(z) are polynomials. If we let A(z) = , where P(z) and 

y(z) = Q(z)w(z) converts (1.18) to the form considered by Hille with K(z) = Q(z)’.
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From Theorem 1.J, we can deduce the following theorem concerning the zero 

deficiencies of meromorphic solutions of (1.18), where A(z) is rational. 

Theorem 1.K (see [11, Theorem 4]). Suppose in (1.18) that A(z) is rational 

and has the form (1.22) and n, defined by (1.23), is non-negative. Assume, in addition, 

that (1.18) has two linearly independent solutions meromorphic in C and that f(z) # 

0 is a solution of (1.18). Then f is meromorphic in C and s(f), the number of V;(e) 

with only finitely many zeros of f(z), is even and as r — oo we have 

1\ (n + 2) —s(f) 77 me 

with s(f) <n-+2 if and only if f(z) has infinitely many zeros. 

L) a ogy et 2)= sf) 7 2 
N (5) =4(1 + (1)) n(n + 2)? | nl ’ 

2(n + 2) — s(f) la [7a 
T(r, f)= 2(1 + o(1)) m(n +2) 9 

and consequently 

_ s(f) 
OS Far 2) =H 

Moreover, 6(a, f) =0 ifa #0,a EC. 

For a general entire function A(z), a basic result concerning the zero distribu- 

tion of the solutions of (1.18) is given by 

Theorem 1.L [16, Theorem 5.6]. Let fi(z) and f(z) denote two linearly 

independent solutions of (1.18) and let f(z) denote an arbitary non-trivial solution 

of (1.18). Let ¢(A) denote the exponent of convergence for the distinct zeros of A(z). 

Then 

(1) If \(A) € (0, co) — N, then max(o(f1), o(f2)) > (A).
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(2) There exist f,(z), f(z) having no zeros in C if and only if A(z) can be 

represented as 

—4A(z) = h'(z)? + p'(z)’ — 29"(z), 

where p(z) is a non-constant entire function and h(z) is a primitive of e?, 

(3) If ¢(A) < A € (0, oo], then o(f) > 4. 

(4) Ifmax(o(f1), o(f2)) < 00, then o(f) = 00 for all f(z) not being of the form 

af;(z) or af2(z), aE C. 

We remark that actually some more precise result about the relation between 

\(A) and max(o(f1), (f2)) were obtained by several people in the last decade. They 

can be stated as 

max(o(f1),0(f2)) =00 if (A) < - 

max(o(f1),o(f2)) >1 if * < (A) <1. 
_ 

] 
The case (A) < 5 was proved by Bank and Laine [1, Theorem 2(A)], and the case 

1 
A(A) = 5 was proved by Rossi [26, Theorem 1] and [27, Theorem 1] independently. 

1 
The assertion for the case 3< A(A) < 1 may be found in [26] and [28]. 

We conclude this section by mentioning that recently some analogues of results 

of Theorem 1.12 for third order equations were proved by Langley and for higher 

order equations (1.16) were proved by Bank and Langley. We refer the reader to [17] 

and [2].



CHAPTER 2 

§2.1 Introduction 

In section 1.3, we have seen many results concerning solutions of 

w" + A(z)w = 0, (2.1) 

where A(z) is entire. We also gave the asymptotic representations (1.24) of solutions 

of the equation (2.1) in Theorem 1.J when A(z) is rational. But for transcendental 

entire A(z) not much is known about asymptotic representations of solutions of (2.1) 

even when the order of A(z) is less than one. 

In this chapter, we first consider the equation (2.1) with a transcendental entire 

function A(z) which grows only slightly faster than a polynomial, namely it satisfies 

im log log M(r, A) 
am. Toelogr =p<2. (2.2) 

We describe the solution of (2.1) in a union of a sequence of annuli which is quite large 

in the sense that the set of moduli of the points in its complement has logarithmic 

density (see (1.14) for the definition) zero in (1, 00). Specifically we obtain a local 

result similar to (1.24) in Theorem 1.J in the intersections of certain sectors and 

annuli. The idea can be stated as follows. Under the condition (2.2), a result (see 

Typeset by AA4S-TEX 
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Anz” 

J
s
 

Lemma 2.1) in Wiman-Valiron theory implies that the entire function A(z) = 
0 

equals (1 + 0(1))ayz™ as |z| > oo in the above union of annuli, where N = N(r) 
n 

is the central index (see section 1.2 for the definition) of A(z). Then by use of the 

Liouville transform (2.32) in each annulus we can use the method of Hille locally on 

the corresponding equation 

  

W"+ (1 - F(Z))W =0, (2.3) 

where 

A(z)  5A"(z)? 

(2) = 4A(z)? 16A(z)3 (2-4) 

and 

W(Z) = A(z)? w(z). (2.5) 

Finally, we transfer the result about the solution of (2.3) to that of (2.1), again via 

the Liouville transform. 

To state our theorem, let 

oo 

A(z) = So a2” (2.6) 
n=0 

and let a, = arga,, n =0,1,---. Now for any n define for k =0,1,---,n+1 

—Q, + 2(k —1)x —Ay, + 2(k + 2) 
Sn = : Sa Sent K(€) {2 DD +e<argz< hd € 

where e€ > 0. 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we will use the letter C to denote a 

constant which depends on A(z) (or on a function F(z) which will ultimately depend
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on A(z)). 

We now state our main result: 

Theorem 2.1. Let A(z) be an entire function satisfying (2.2) and of the form 

(2.6) and let 0 < 7 < 2—p. Then there exist an infinite sequence of positive integers G 

and two sequences {rz}neg and {S,}neg satisfying 0 < Tn < Sy <Tm < 8m, Whenever 

n < mj; n,m € G, such that the logarithmic density of |) (Sn, rn41) in (1, co) is 
neG 

zero. Further for any € > 0 and n € G, the equation (2.1) has n + 2 pairwise linearly 

independent solutions u,,(z), k =0,1,---,n+1, analytic in 

,,4(€ J=f{e: Tn <|2z| < sn} NSrz(€) 

such that for all z € N,4(€) 

1 2 , 

Un,k(Z) = (1 + 0(1))(anz")7* exp {5 ja, ef/?(—1)*i2"F (1+ o(1))}. (2.7) 

Moreover, if u(z) is a solution of (2.1), then 

u(Z) = AnkUn,k(Z) + BnkUngik(Z) 

and either an4%8n,4 = 0 and u(z) has no zeros in Qn 4(€) A Mn ‘41 (€) OF An.‘b Ane F 0 

and the set of all zeros of u(z) in Q,4(€) NA Qy441(€) has the form 

4(1 + On kL) la,,| 

where Yn,k = = log = 

fo inn ((21 + 1)r + 2Yn,k + i] mm :1EZ , (2.8) 

E [0, 2z}),     

Ba. (arg 5 k 

Baal < exp { —Z( log.) (2.9)
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and 

|Ankll < (rn) % 0 (2.10) 

as 1 > &. 

The theorem gives very good asymptotics for solutions of (2.1) in the spirit of 

Theorem 1.J. We emphasize however that our results are purely local. (So there is no 

result like (1.25) in this case.) This can be seen best in the result pertaining to the 

distribution of zeros. Indeed the theorem produces a family of Stoke’s rays in each 

annulus similar to those of Theorem 1.J. The main difference is that the constant 7,4 

may grow quite rapidly as n — oo. (This problem does not occur in Theorem 1.J, 

since there is but one annulus!) Thus closeness to the rays depends unfortunately 

but at least explicitly on the particular solution. It is fairly certain that any better 

result would depend on continuing the asymptotics of the u,,(z) into neighboring 

annuli. With virtually no information on A(z) in the exceptional set of logarithmic 

density zero, this strikes the author as a formidable task. It will become clear in the 

proof that the sequence G is merely the range of the central index N(r) of A(z) for r 

sufficiently large. 

It is interesting to construct examples A(z) satisfying the conditions of our 

Theorem for any p between 1 and 2. Specifically let 2 < k < oo be an integer and 

define 

CO yn 

A(z) = on (2.11) 

In section 2.4 we will show using the relation between the maximum modulus of an 

entire function and the maximum term of its series expansion that A(z) actually sat-
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1 
i (see Theorem 2.3). isfies (2.2) with p= 1+ 7 

We mention that a similar result even with p = 2 in (2.2) would be much more 

difficult since the power series in this case is dominated by a polynomial and not a 

monomial in each annulus and the degree and leading coefficient of this polvnomial 

can not be precisely determined. However our method does indeed apply to an A(z) 

of any order provided that its series expansion is sufficiently “gapped”. Specifically 

if A(z) is dominated by its maximum term in a sequence of annuli centered at the 

origin, the ratio of whose outer and inner radius approaches infinity, a similar version 

of our theorem still holds. A function with Hadamard gaps provides such an example. 

We can state the result as 

Theorem 2.2. Let 
oo 

A(z) = So ay2”* (2.12) 
k=0 

be a transcendental entire function satisfying Ay) = 0 and the Hadamard gap condition 

d 
inf “th = \>1. (2.13) 
k>1 k 
  

Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are still true while “the logarithmic density of 

L) (Sn, Tnt1) in (1, co) is zero” in Theorem 2.1 is replaced by “the logarithmic mea- 
n€EG 

sure of |) (Sn, Tn41) in (0, 00) is finite”. 
n&G 

This theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2.1 by Lemma 2.2 

instead of Lemma 2.1 (see section 2.2). We will give some remarks on the proof in 

section 2.3, but we will omit the detail.
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§2.2 Lemmas 

An easy modification of the proof of Lemma 4 in [10] (see [10, P329]) gives the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that A(z) is an entire function satisfying (2.2) and of 

the form (2.6) with central index N(r). Then denoting by G the range of N(r) there 

exist two sequences {r! }neg and {s) neg satisfying 0 < ri, < si, <ri, <s',, whenever 

n<m;n,m €G and 0 <1 < 2—p, such that the logarithmic density of U (s},, r,4,) 
n€G 

is zero. Further ifr = |z| € LU [ri,, s1,] we have 
n€G 

S> la;\r? < lan(ry|r4™ exp{—(logr)"} 

J#N(r) 

where N(r) =n < (logr)!“! ifr € [r!,, si] whenever n € G andp<q<2-—n7. 

The following lemma deals with transcendental entire functions satisfying the 

Hadamard gap condition and obtains a similar conclusion as that in Lemma 2.1. 

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that A(z) is a transcendental entire function of the 

form (2.12) and (2.13). Let N(r) = Xr, be the central index of A(z). Then denoting 

by G the range of N(r) there exist two sequences {ri}neg and {s\}neg satisfying 

O<ri<si <r), <s!', whenevern < mandn,m€ GQ such that for sufficiently large 

r=|z|e€ Ul[ri, s/,] we have 
ne€G 

S— |ai|r* < K Nexp {- (1 —»1)? Vn} la, |r, (2.14) 
kfv 

where K is a constant depending only on \, N(r) = n whenever n € G and the 

logarithmic measure of \) (s},, r},,,) is finite. 
n€G
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Proof. Since lim N(r) = 00, we let r € ( [ri, sj] be so large that 
r—00 noen 

neg 

16(log2N(r))* < N(r). (2.15) 

Now we let K = 1,1 =0 and 6 = 1 in Theorem 1.A and use the theorem. 

If k < v, by (2.13), we have N > \N-** - d, > A- Ay. So by (1.15) and (2.15), 

N — dz)? 
Jaxlr* < exp 4 — (Vs) o} fay |r 

2(2N — Ax) (log(2N — Ax) 

(N —A71N)° N < —~e s N, 
= en 2. IN(log Ny f !tel" 

  

< exp {— (1 ~ 1)? Ww} Jay |r. (2.16) 

Therefore, by (2.16), 

S~ laulr* < Nexp {- (1—a71)? vw} Ja, |r. (2.17) 
kv 

If k > v, by (2.13), we have \, > \**-N -N > XN. So by (1.15) and (2.15) 

and noticing that \, > A, = N(r), we have 

— N/? 

Jasin < exp { Us } -aulr ~ 2) (log Ax)? 

(Ax — A71Ag)” N 
< — DS. 
—_— exp 2d, (log rz)? |a,|r 

< exp {- Gi - 7)? VXx } -|a,|r%. (2.18) 

Now we claim that for any positive integer N and positive T' < 1, 

°° 2(N +1)TYN-} Srv < ae (2.19)
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In fact, 

Si 1 Fen SS (( ((k +1)? — k?)T* 
k=N k=[ a

 

CO 

(2k + 1)T 

k=[VN] 

(k+1)T* 
EM
 

| 
<2 

k=[VN] 

2([VN] +1 —[VN]T)T™] 

(1-T)? 
2(N + 1)TVYN-3 < ( = i | 

  

where [z] is the greatest integer in [0, z]. We obtain (2.19). 

So from (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain 

> la,|r-* < S "exp {- (1 - y-1)? Xu} - |ay|r% 
k>vu k>vu 

s (> exp {— I-A")? va) ja, |r 
m>N 

2(N +2)-exp {- (1—A71)? ((N +1)? — 1)} 

(1 — exp {—(1 — A-1)}) 
< KNexp {- (1 —A7 1)? VN}. la, |r. (2.20) 

  

Combining (2.17) and (2.20), we obtain (2.14). This completes the proof. 

The following lemma is a local version of Hille’s method (see [15, Chap.7]). It 

is basically due to Langley [18, Lemma 1]. Since our regions differ somewhat from 

his, we offer a detailed proof.
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1 
Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < € < Z and let F(Z) be an analytic function in 1, 

satisfying |F(Z)| <   Zp for all Z € 0,, where 

OQ, = {Z: max{1,10C} < R<|Z|< S < 0, (k-1+e)m < argZ < (k+2-6)r }, 

is a closed region on the Riemann surface of log Z with S > R(sinme)~'. Then the 

equation (2.3) has a solution U;,(Z) in 

2, = {Z: R(sinte)* < |Z) < S} 0M, 

such that 

U,(Z) = (1 + €,(Z)) exp{(—1)*7Z} (2.21) 

in 2, where €,(Z) satisfies |e,(Z)| < a in OQ,, k € Z. 
E 

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when k = 0 and k = 1. The general case 

follows similarly. We first assume that k = 0. Choose a solution u(Z) of the equation 

u’ + Qiu’ — Fu=0 

such that u(X) = 1 and u/(X) = 0 where X = Se™/?, Now set 

Z 
w(Z) =u(Z)-14 = (e%¢-2) _ 1) F(t)u(t) dt, (2.22) 

sx 

where the integral is independent of path in the closed region 5 on the Riemann 

surface of log Z, since F(Z) is defined and analytic there. Differentiation of (2.22) 

gives 
Z 

w(Z)=u(Z)~ f e*('—2) F(t)u(t) dt 

and w"(Z) = —2iw'(Z), so that since w(X) = w’(X) = 0, w vanishes identically 

on 9. Now let Z € N. Let (-l+e)m < argZ < -5. Then noting that S >
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R(sin e)~', we choose the path I of integration in 9% to be the vertical line-segment 

from X to X' = (—|Z|sin(arg Z))e"/?, followed by the half circle |¢] = —|Z| sin(arg Z) 

from X’ to X” = (—|Z|sin(arg Z))e~**”? in the right half-plane, and then followed 

by the horizontal line-segment from X” to Z. Since Im(t — Z) > 0 for t € I, if dr 

denotes the arc-length on I, (2.22) and the fact that w(Z) is identically 0, give 

ju(Z) —1] < [ wounie: (2.23) 

Set 

W(C) = log (: + [ |F'(t)u(t)| ir) , 

where ¢ € IT. Then by (2.23), = < |F(Q]. So 

W(Z) < W(X) +/ |F'(t)| dr 

-[ Folds [ wr@lars [ \F(t)| dr 

  

  

X / ut 

i C C 
< — dy + —— ‘7 (-|2|s1 Z 
— y? y + |Z |? sin*(arg Z) a ( | | sin(arg )) 

—|Z|sin(arg Z) 

—|Z| cos(arg Z) 

+ ¢ dz 
x? + |Z|? sin? (arg Z) 

<C 1 1 mC C cos(arg Z) 

— |Z|sin(argZ) S$ |Z|sin(arg Z)  |Z|sin(arg Z) 

_ Co 
|Z| sin re 

1 
Since 0 <e€< 7 we have 
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and hence 

C 

Thus (2.23) implies that 

C C 
— < < . 

a2) — 1 ex (a7) - ‘STZ 

Now set Up(Z) = e'7u(Z), then Up(Z) solves (2.3), and (2.21) (when k = 0) follows 

  

at once. If 2 < arg Z < (2—€), we choose a similar path of integration in 6, but 

now the half circle is in the left half-plane. If -5 <argZ < = we just choose the 

path of integration in to be the vertical line-segment from X to |Z|e™/?, followed 

by the arc of the circle |t| = |Z| from |Z|e™/? to Z. Then 

|Zle™*/2 Zz 

w(2)< f IF me IF(t)| dr 
|Zle™*/2 

< [Sa +p 
C 
[Z|’ 

IA
 

and (2.21) (when k = 0) follows at once. 

To prove the lemma in the case k = 1, choose a solution v(Z) of 

v" — Qiv' — Fv =0 

such that v(Y) = 1 and v'(Y) = 0 where Y = Se3"/?, The integral equation for v is 

v(Z)-1l= 5 ° (e~*(—-4) _ 1) F(t)u(t) dt 

and we choose a path of integration on which Im(t — Z) < 0. Finally we set 

U,(Z) = e~4v(Z).
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Lemma 2.4. Let C, ¢, F, 9), 2, and U;, satisfy all the conditions in Lemma 

2.3 and let R > 4/2xC. Suppose that U(Z) = a, (Z) + BeUe41(Z) is a solution of 

(2.3) in 

Q={Z: Rsinre)! < |Z| < S <0, -o0 < argZ < ow}, 

a closed region on the Riemann surface of log Z. Then either a,(, = 0 and U(Z) 

has no zeros in X%NQ441 or ag 3, # 0 and the set of all zeros of U(Z) in ,.N Agar 

is of the form 

  

—1)* . 
1! 7 [(21 + 1)m + tye + Ax] : lez}, (2.24) 

where 7, = log 3 (arg 3 € [0,27]) and Ax, € C satisfies 
k k 

C 
Akl < a: (2.25) 

Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the equation (2.3) has two linearly independent solutions 

U,(Z) and Uy4i(Z) in Q, N Az4, such that 

U;(Z) = (1 + 6;(Z)) exp{(-1)iZ} 
c C 

|Z 

1 
than Z Now there exist a,x, 3, € C such that for ZE€ 9, N Nea 

and |e;(Z)| , J =k, k+1 and by virtue of the range of |Z], this is not greater 

U(Z) = a,U,(Z) + BUp41(Z). 

If a, 8, = 0, it is easily seen that U(Z) has no zeros in 2,9 x41. If o,f, 4 0 and 

U(Z) has a zero Zp in N,N N41, then since 

a, (1 + ex(Zo)) exp{2(—1)*iZo} + (1 + €x41(Zo)) = 0, 

we have 
_1)k 
—) (21+ 1)x + ilog =   

1 + €,(Zo) )] | 
Zo = ——_ + 

° 1 + €x41(Zo) 

+ og (
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where / € Z and the arguments of Sk 3. and ( 
k 

1 + e&,(Zo) ok and Tt SKA 0) | 
ame Mel 1+ €441(Zo) 3, 

2.3, we have 

— log = = itog ( 

1 + €%(Zo) 

    

  

1 + ex(Zo) 
—————~ } are in |0,27|. Lettin 
1+ ts) | ! . 

). we obtain (2.24). Moreover, by Lemma 

1 + |<x(Zo)| 

    

  

  

  

log | || < 1 ———_———_—__— 
loe| eZ) — (ha a) 

1 [i+ a7 Z 
< log | ——— 

pS 
\ €|Zo| 
( 2C 

=log]1+ ~%o| (2.26) 

\ al 
2C 

_ €|Zo| C 1 
Let 29 = oo then by <Zal < 2 

€|Zo| 

2 

0<29< wt = 2 
— 3 

4 

So 

log(1 + 29) = 2% — = 23+ » 3 0g Lo) = Xo a0 T 37% 

12,tl 3 
< To + 5% + 5% T° * 

_ 229 _ 2C 

2-29 ~~ €|Zo| —2C 
4C 

~ €|Zol 

Thus by (2.26) and the fact that |Z)| > R(sin te)’, we have 

AC’ 4C'sinne 470 
Im A < . 2.27 [Im Anil < 777 S R (2.27)
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Now by R > 4\/27C, we have 

  

  

  

  

1 + (Zo) -1|< ex41(Zo) — €x(Zo) 
1 + €441(Zo) 1 + €41(Zo) 

2C' 

E|Zo| 4C 4nC 
< <7 * {Zl ~ PR 

e|Zo| 
< 1 

. 1 + €x(Zo) ) . Arc 
Denoting arg | ——————~ ] by 8@, we consequently have that |sin #] < ——, |6| < g (te y quently |sin 8] < ——, |9| 
7 
—, and 
4 

a 6 
sing] = 0-4 5] 

eB 6 
2 8l-|a at | 

9\*  /0\* gj—{ (2 - a >w-((5) +(3) +) 
Q2 

= 10 op 
1 
—|6|. > 5 

Hence 

[Re dz,1| = 

  

1 + €x( Zo) ) | . 8rC 
ar es = 0 < 2| sin 6 <—. g (PY) = 101 < 2}sing] < 

This and (2.27) imply (2.25).
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§2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Now we prove Theorem 2.1. 

Since the exceptional set in Theorem 1.C has finite logarithmic measure, ap- 

plying Theorem 1.C and Lemma 2.1 to the entire function A(z), we see easily that 

there exists a sequence { [r’,, s/] Ine g of closed intervals satisfying all the conclusions 

of Lemma 2.1 such that whenever r = |z| € U [r’,, s/,] and r — 00 we have 

  

n€G 

A(z) = ancr) (1 + 6(z))2NO, (2.28) 

M(r, A®) = (1 + o(1)) (2) Moa), j=l, 2 (2.29) 

and 

N(r)Bn, relri,s], neg, (2.30) 

where 6)(z) satisfies 

|61(z)| < exp{—(log |z|)7}, 0<n<2—p. 

Moreover, without loss of generality, we can assume that 

s! 

lim + = oo. (2.31) 
n—-0o La 

Now for sufficiently large n € G, we consider the following transform in each 

An = {z: 7), < |z| < s),,-00 < argz < oo}, 

a closed region on the Riemann surface of log z. For convenience, we write 

A= {2z:8<|z| <s',-00 < argz << co}
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for any A, above. Noting (2.30), consider the transform 

? 1 2 2 nto ; z= | A(t}? dt + ahs, 2 eA, (2.32)   

where the integral is evidently independent of the path, which remains in A. Like in 

[15, Chap.7], we define W(Z) as in (2.5). Then if w(z) is a solution of (2.1), W(Z) 

solves (2.3), and F(Z) is given by (2.4). Moreover, (2.29) and (2.30) imply that 

  3 7H + at | t? 69(t) dt, zEA, (2.33) 

where 6(z) satisfies |62(z)| < exp{—(log |z|)”} in A. So, if —3 < arg z < 37, choose 

the path of integration in (2.33) to be the straight line segment from s to [z|, followed 

by the arc of |t| = |z| from [z| to z in A. Letting dr denote arc-length on the path, 

we have 

2 i nt+2 
2 azz 2 

n+2 
  

  
S agl? f |e? exp{ (log lt)"} dr 

1 lz n 

= ant? f x2 exp{—(logx)"} dx 

# laalt [l21® exp{—Cog 2)” ar 

< |an|? {exp{—(log s)"} - J2|"# + 3rexp{—(log |21)"} - |2|"F } 
<(1+ 31) |a,|2|z|72 exp{—(log s)"}. (2.34) 

According to Lemma 2.1, 

N(r) =n < (logr)** (2.35) 

ifs <r <s’, where p <q <2—7n. Thus (2.34) implies that 
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where 63(z) satisfies 

1 
|53(z)| < exp { —3lloe .)} (2.37) 

for all z € A with —3a < argz < 37. Therefore the transform (2.32) maps 

{z:s<|z|<s', -39 <argz < 30} 

one-to-one onto a set containing 

B={2:S<|z\<s, =e 
’ 

< are Z < ate} 

where S = 3 Jan | $2, = i 
n+2 n+2 

calculation involving (2.28), (2.29), (2.30), (2.4) and (2.36), gives for Z € B that 

nt2 ; 
lan|s’ 2 and a, = arga,. A routine 

C 
|F(Z)| < Ze 

Certainly Lemma 2.1 implies that A(z) has no zeros in A so that F(Z) is analytic in 

B. By (2.31) we can assume that S’ > S(sin7e)~*. Then F(Z) satisfies the conditions 

of Lemma 2.3. Hence (2.3) has a solution U;(Z) in 

Ch=BN{Z: S(sinwe)* < |Z|< 8’, (kK-1l+0)m <argZ <(k+2-—6)7} 

such that 

U,(Z) = (1+ ex(Z)) exp{(-1)"iZ} (2.38) 

and 

C 
lex(Z)| < az 

in C,, where k € Z. We can also assume that n € G is sufficiently large so that 

S > C*e-?. Then we have 

le(Z)| < ae (2.39)
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Further let n € G be large enough so that e”*? > (sin re)~* and let 

s! 

D= e 3e75 < Iz] So 2m Sang <2n b 
e 

Then from (2.36) we know that the transform (2.32) maps D one-to-one onto a subset 

of BN {Z: S(sinme)-! < |Z| < S’}. Hence the equation (2.1) has a solution u;(z) 

in the intersection of D and the preimage of C, which contains 

Tent AR AUT oc ape < eet 
f() = DN 3 aD aD 

where a, = arga, and € > 0. By (2.28), (2.30), (2.5), (2.36), (2.37), (2.38) and 

(2.39), for z € Ex(e), 

ua(z) = (1 + o(1)) (an2")“F exp {5 ja, e~/2(—1)4iz"#*(1 4 o(1))} , 

i 

Py = 3e?r’ S, = —> (2.40) 
n? 

for sufficiently large n € G, we have actually proved (2.7) in 2,,,,(€) (provided we re- 

define G to contain only sufficiently large n). Moreover, noting (2.40) and (2.35) and 

using the definition of the logarithmic density, we can easily see that the logarithmic 

density of U [(r1,,17n) U (Sn, ),)] is zero. 
n€ 

Finally, if u(z) is a solution of (2.1), then by Lemma 2.4 and (2.36) for n € G 

either u(z) has no zeros in 2,.4(€) ON Qn441(€) or the zeros of u(z) satisfy (2.8). We 

obtain (2.9) from (2.37) and (2.10) from (2.25), Lemma 2.1 and the fact that anrN 

increases to infinity with n (see section 1.2).
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To prove Theorem 2.2, we use Theorem 1.C and Lemma 2.2. The proof is the 

same as that of Theorem 2.1 except that the estimates for 6,(z), 6(z) and 63(z) are 

changed according to (2.14). Moreover, noticing that the exceptional sets in both 

Theorem 1.C and Lemma 2.2 have finite logarithmic measures, the exceptional set in 

Theorem 2.2 has also finite logarithmic measure.
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$2.4 Examples 

In this section, we show that an entire function A(z) of the form (2.11) satisfies 

1 
(2.2) with p= 1+ bod by proving Theorem 2.3. To do that, we need the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that f(z) is an entire function of the form (2.11) and 

N(r) is the central index of f(z). Then N(r) =n ifr € [rn, sn), n = 1,2,---, where 

Ty = exp Ee — pan ’ (2.41) 
j=0 

k-1 
Sn = eXp 1 ni(n + yn] , (2.42) 

j=0 

keEN andk> 2. 

Proof. Let r € [Trn, Sn). 

If m <n —1, then by (2.41), 

So 

i
}
 3 

3
 

(2.43)   IA
 | 

o 3 =
 

® 3 Po
a
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Ifm > n, then by (2.42), 

k-1 

rm" < s@""™ = exp fm —n) Ss" ni(n + pon] 

=0 j 

k-j-1 

< exp fm —n) S- rin] 
j=0 

=exp{m* —n'*}. 

So we obtain (2.43) again, and the lemma is proved. 

Now we can prove 

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that k € N, k > 2 and f(z) is an entire function with 

the form (2.11). Then we have 

log log M(r, f) _ 1 

p00 loglogr t+ k-1 (2.44) 

Proof. Let K = 1,1=0,¢€=1 and 6 = 1 in Theorem 1.B. We have 

M(r, f) < 2u(r) {2mN (log N)?}?, (2.45) 

for r ¢ E and |.m.(E) < oo. 

Now by Lemma 2.5, if r € [Tay Sn), then 

k(N —1)*1! < logr < k(N +1)*}. 

So 

(k-! logr) =? —1 < N(r) < (k7logr) $1, 

Thus by (2.45), we obtain 

log M(r, f) < log2 + log |an| + N log r + 5 (log 2x + log N + 2log log N) 

(1 + 0(1))Nlogr — N* 

(1 + 0(1))(k - L)k7 FF (log r) Fa
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for r ¢ F and r > oo. Thus 

Tm Wels MD oy 4 1 . 

r¢E_ _—loglogr k-1 

Noticing the fact that 1.m.(/) < oo, we can easily see that 

—— loglog M(r, f) 1 
lim ——=———~ < ——. , 
rat00 loglogr i+ k—1] (2.46) 

On the other hand, 

M(r, f) > u(r) = lan|r™. 

So we have 

log M(r, f) > (1 + o(1))(k — 1)k- (log r) 

as r — oo. Thus 

l Him 88D S14 (2.47) 
rom  loglogr 

Combining (2.46) and (2.47), we obtain (2.45). 

 



CHAPTER 3 

§3.1 Introduction 

Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order 4. A function A(r) is called a 

Lindeléf proximate order of f(z) if 

(1) there exists a K > 0 such that A(r) is real, continuous, and piecewise 

differentiable on [K, oo); 

(2) lim X(r) = 4; 
TOO 

(3) lim A’(r)rlogr = 0, where X'(r) is either the right- or left-hand derivative 

at points where they are different; 

(4) lim log M(r, f) 

TOO rA(r) 

= 1. 

Now if A(r) is any one of the Lindeléf proximate orders of f(z), then the 

corresponding Valiron growth function of f(z) is defined as 

V(r) =), 

A useful property of V(r) (see [6, p.41]) is that for any o > 1 

  

  

V(or) oy 
Jim Vin a. (3.1) 

The indicator function h(@) of Phragmén-Lindelof is defined by 

_— log| f(re’*) 
h(6) = lim ————— ; 

Typeset by AayS-TEX 

41
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which is a continuous function, with h(@) # oo and h(@) # 0 (see [6, p.41-46 and 

p.54]). 

An entire function f(z) of finite order A is said to be of completely regular 

growth, with respect to a V(r), if 

log| f(re*®)| 
Vay 8) (3.3) 

uniformly in 6 as r — oo and avoids some possible exceptional set EF, of density zero 

(see (1.13) for the definition). 

Now we denote by C’ the set of all arguments @ satisfying 0 < @ < 27, and let 

the points 0 = 0 and 6 = 27 be “identified”. Moreover, let 

Co={0EC:h(0) =0}, 

where h(@) is the indicator function of an entire function of finite order A, and of 

completely regular growth. From (23, Lemma 1], Co is the union of finitely many 

isolated points and of g (0 <q < 2A) disjoint closed intervals which do not reduce to 

points. 

K.-C. Oum proved the following two theorems in [23]. 

Theorem 3.A [23, Theorem 2]. Let f(z) be an entire function of order 

satisfying 0 < A < oo. Suppose that f(z) is of completely regular growth with 

respect to one of its Valiron growth functions and let q be the number of component 

intervals, which do not reduce to points, of the set Co. Then the number of deficient 

values of f(z), other than 0 and oo, cannot exceed q and, if v(f) (< co) denotes the
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number of all deficient values of f(z), 

v(f) <2 +1. (3.4) 

Moreover, if 2X is a positive integer, (3.4) is to be replaced by the sharper inequality 

v(f) < 22. (3.5) 

Theorem 3.B (23, Theorem 1]. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite non- 

integer order A, and let the zeros of f(z) have an angular density in the sense of 

Pfluger and Levin. Then (3.4) in Theorem 3.A is true. Moreover, (3.5) in Theorem 

B is true under the same condition. 

Here, following Pfluger [24, p.204], we say that the zeros of f(z) have an angular 

density, with respect to V(r), if, with any « > 0, it is possible to associate a finite 

number k = k(e€) of arguments: 

01, 02, +++ , O (0< 0; <0, < +++ < & < 27) 

such that 

O41 -0; <6, G=lj2,--+,k, Ong, =O, +20 Jj 

and the limits 

lim n(r, 9;, 0541) 

am V0) 
exist and are finite, where n(r,6;,0;41) denotes the number of zeros of f(z) in the 

sector { z: |z| <r, 0; < argz < 0;41 }, forj =1,2,---, k. 

Now an interesting question is whether Theorem 3.A and Theorem 3.B are still 

true when deficient value in the theorems is replaced by deficient function (see (1.9)
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and (1.10)). In this chapter we answer this question. 

Now we state our results as 

Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.A is true with deficient value replaced by deficient 

function. 

Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.B is true with deficient value replaced by deficient 

function. 

Because the conditions in Theorem 3.B imply the conditions in Theorem 3.A 

(see [24, Theorem 3] or [19, p.90]}, we only need to prove Theorem 3.1. 

We know from [30] that if f(z) is a transcendental solution of (1.16) where 

do(z), @1(Z), -+* 5 @n-2(z) are polynomials and a,_;(z) = 0 then f(z) is of completely 

regular growth with order A, 0 < \ < oo. So we directly have 

Theorem 3.3. The conclusions of Theorem 3.1 hold if f(z) is a transcendental 

solution of (1.16) where ao(z), a1(z), --- , Gn—2 are polynomials and ay_1(z) = 0.
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§3.2 Lemmas 

Let g(z) be a meromorphic function. Let 

1 . 
mr, 93 J) = = [best lg(re)| dd, 

27 J 

where J C C is measurable. Then we have 

Lemma 3.1 [7, Lemma III]. Let g(z) be meromorphic. With each r > 0 we 

associate a set A(r) of values of @ such that 

meas A(r) = u(r). 

Then for 1 <r < ro we have 

llro 

m(r,g;A(r)) < —   T(ro,9) (1) (: + logt =) | 

Lemma 3.2 (see (23, Lemma 3]). Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order 

and of completely regular growth with respect to one of its Valiron growth functions 

V(r). Let h(@) be given by (3.2), let 

h(6 if h(0) > 0, voy a fh ith) > 
0 if h(@) < 0, 

and let 
1 20 

_ + Hy, = an I, h* (6) dé. 

Then 0 < Hy, < oo and 

T(r, f) = (1+ 0(1))HyV(r), r > 0. (3.7) 

From (3.7) and (3.1), we have
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Lemma 3.3. Let o > 1 and let f(z) satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.2. 

Then 

lim Len) _ gy. (3.8) roe TO, f) 

Lemma 3.4. Let og > 1 and R’' > 1. Suppose that the subset E # @ of the 

closed interval [o9'R’, co’ satisfies 

(1) EF loo’ R', oR’); 

(2) FE is a union of finitely many disjoint closed intervals; 

R. 
—1 

(3) meas F < 70   
400 

Then there exists a o satisfying 

209 

Oot+l1 ~ 

  

such that 0 'R',oR' ¢ E. 

Proof. From the conditions (2) and (3), without loss of generality, we assume 

  

that 

=e, fot “| _p=| (< #48) (3.10) 
Co 200 = \Gi oO; 

where o; and oj, 1=1,2,---, s(s > 1), satisfy 

200 
  201 > 9 > 02> 02> > Os >, 2 TO 

(It is possible that at most two intervals on the right side of (3.10) are not open. But
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the assumption (3.10) does not interfere with the proof). Hence by condition (3) 

i? < = 1 (oo + ) Soi — of) R= 0 (0 - 0) 

  

    

  

409° i=l t=1 200 

09 + 1 

> a-ak 
7 i=1 O50; 7 

= meas { =e oot “| — eI 
Oo 200 

oot 1 -=) R22 | 

200 00 409 

00 — 1 
= R’. 3.11 top (3.11) 

If the lemma were not true, then for any o satisfying (3.9), if 7 1 R’ € 

  2 vo F “| — E, we would have 

  

  

00 200 

/ 200 7 ! 
oR E R 5 ooR NE. 

Oo + 1 

Thus from (3.10), 

° 2 
LJ(oiR', oR’) Cc | “2 Hook NE. 
w=1 

Therefore from (3.11), 

meas & > meas {Ucn ott) 

  

i=l 

= S (oi - of) R’ 
t=1 

> Ago? oo 1 » _ F0(%0 ~ 1) 1 

~ (oo +1)? 4a (09 + 1)? 

Oo — 1 , 
> R. 

Ado 

This contradicts condition (3), and the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 3.5 [7, Lemma I]. Let W(z) be analytic, except for poles c,,c2,--- ,¢ 

in the sector 

r 

S=f{2:2<|e|<or,largz-e <7}, 
Oo 

where&£€ Randr>0,0>1,0<y<7,and 2loga < my. Let |W(z)| <1 on the 

boundary of S. Write J for the interval of @’s 

J ={0:|0 | <(1—28)y} 

where0<6< ; Then for 6 € J, 

; 646 l6m7y 1 
log|W(re’*)| < “7 exp ( =) m (77) + log 

og a ~ logo 
(2ya)" 

Ilias (ret? ~ c1) . 

    

    

Lemma 3.6. Let f(z), a1:(z) and a2(z) be meromorphic functions. Let the 

function S(r) defined in (0,00) be positive and nondecreasing and satisfy 

T(r, az) = of S(r)}, r> co, k=1,2. (3.12) 

Then 

lim meas{ Es(r,a1(z), f) N Es(r, a2(z), f)} =0, (3.13) 
TOO 

where 

Es(r,az(z),f) ={OEC: | f(re’*) — a,(re’’)| < €5(") \, k=1,2. 

Proof. Denote Es(r,ai(z), f) Es(r, a2(z),f) by J(r). If 8 € J(r), we have 

|ay(re”’) — a2(re”’)| < |f(re®) — ay(re?)| + | f (re) — a2(re”’)| < Je~3()
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So by Nevanlinna’s first fundamental theorem (see (1.3)), 

  

27 1 

S(r)- meas J(r < | lo — —+log2]| dé (r) (r) 5 ( & Ja, (re) _ ay(re'®)| § 

) + 27 log 2   <2rmr, 
a, — a9 

< 27 (Te ay — a2) + logt — + log 2) 
[Co 

  < 2r Gc a,) + T(r, az) + logt + 2 log 2) 
] 

|Co| 

where Cy is the first nonzero coeficient of the Laurent expansion of a,(z) — a2(z) at 

z =0. Then by (3.12), (3.13) follows at once.
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§3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1 

Now we prove Theorem 3.1. Basically, we follow Oum’s idea, but we have to 

surmount some difficulties in a few key steps. We just need to prove the first con- 

clusion. The proof of any other one is analogous to that of the corresponding one in 

Theorem 3.A (see [23]). 

Let [a;,6;], 7 = 1,2, --- , q, be all intervals of positive length on which h(0) = 

0. As in [23], consider the finite set X formed by all the following points: 

(1 ) the 2q points a, By, a2, Bo. vet 5 Og, Ba; 

(2) the points, if they exist, where h(@) = 0 and 6 ¢ U [a;, 3;]. 
j=l 

Assume that X has p distinct elements. We prove the theorem in two cases. 

Case 1: p> 0 

Let 01,02, --- , 0, (01 < 02 < -+- < 0, < 6; + 2m = 6,41) be some circular 

arrangement of all elements in X and choose 7 satisfying 

.f2, 3 1, 
0<n<min {= log a min {Oj41 — a) , (3.14) 

Put 
P 

-Ule — 7,9; +n]. (3.15) 

Then the set C’ — A is the union of three disjoint subsets: 

(1) Os on which h(@) > 0; 

(2) O_ on which h(6) < 0;
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(3) 
q 

R= Ula; +0,8;—11. (3.16) 
j=l 

Assume that there exist ¢+1 distinct meromorphic functions a;(z), a2(z),- ++ ,a@g41(Z), 

none of which is 0 or oo, satisfying 

lim Tee =0 (3.17) 

such that 6(ax(z), f) > 0, R= 1,2,---,q+1. Put 

4g = min {5(az(z), f) }, (3.18) 
1<k<q4+1 

and choose 7 in (3.15) so small that 

  

] 
m(n AN) <eP(nd), k=1,2,---,qt+l1 (3.19) 

fa 

whenever r is sufficiently large. This is certainly possible because by Lemma 1, 

Nevanlinna’s first fundamental theorem (see (1.3)), (3.8), (3.15), and (3.17), we have 

  

1 1 
. < + m Ge =i) < 237 (2r, f) u (1 + log *) 

< 23(2*+1)T(r, f) pw ( + log* ~) 

where p = meas A = 2pn and r is sufficiently large. 

Now for any € > 0, from (3.3), 

llog |f(re*?)| - h(8)V(r)| < €eV(r) (3.20) 

uniformly in 6 € C if r ¢ E is sufficiently large.
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Choose R to be large enough. If {c;}, is the set of the poles of a,(z) in |z| < 3R, 

then by the Poisson-Jensen formula (see (1.2)), for any r < 3R, 

  

8R49r (6.R)rGRax) 
16 — se log|a,(re’’)| < SR MGR, an) + log Ray K=1,2,---,q+1. 

ft” Ire — al 
(l=1 

Moreover, by the Boutroux-Cartan theorem (see the section 1.1), 

n(3R,a,) n(3R,a,) 
nmR 

I] -al> (saat heartaala) (21) l=1 

  

for all z at most outside the union of a sequence {D,}, of finitely many disks whose 

number does not exceed n(3R,a;) and in which the sum of the diameters does not 

7mmR 

8(q + 1) exp(1™/2) 

I, = {r € (0,00) : there exists a 6 € C such that re” € {D,}, }, 

  exceed . Here m = min{exp(m7/2) — 1, 1}. Hence if we write 

then we have 

nmR 

(q + l)exp(rn/2)’ 
192e(q + 1) exp an/2 

nm 

  meas I, S 5 k=1,2,---,q+1. 

  by C(q,7), then, for Further, if we denote the constant log 

r<3R, r¢T; and any 6, we have 

3kR4+9r 

3R—r 
  

log|a,(re’*)| S m(3R, ax) + n(3R, ax)C(q, n); k= I, 2, “Sgt I. (3.22) 

Similarly, for any 6, 

  lo 
1 38R+r ( 

m 
] 1 

: < 3k, — — 23 g Ja,(ret?)| —3R—r R, } +n (32, ~) C(q, n) (3 ) 
ak 

nmR 

8(q + 1) exp(an/2)’ 
  for all r <3 outside a set IY, whose measure does not exceed 

k=1,2,---,q+1. Therefore, since the density of E is zero and 

qt+1 mR 

news| Uorur| < —! 
ha ~ 4exp(mn/2)’
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we find that 
q+1 

(R,2R) — eU(U r,UTy, )] # 0. 

q 
Choose R’ € (R,2R) — [EU (U (Ty U r)) By the continuity of h(@), 6, = 

k=1 

inf h(@) > 0. So by (3.20) and R’ ¢ E, for @€ O,, 
GE€O4 

  

| f(R’e*)| > exp{(A(0) — 6) V(R’)} 

> exp{(d4 — 6) V(R’)} 
64 

> exp (+ 5 =v(R)). 

Thus from (3.22), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.17), for 8 € O4, 

| f(R’e’*) _ a,(R’e"*)| > | f( R’e*) 

  
_ ja, (R’e")| 

> exp (= vir) — exp{5m(3R, a,) + n(3R, a,)C(q,7) } 

_— (+ vir’) — exp (+ v(R) 

  

> exp (vce) ; 

Therefore 

1 64. 
l —— < -ZV R’ 
O& | f (Rie) _ a,(R'e')| ( ). 

So we obtain 

1 
m(R Fra, 04) =0 k=1,2,---,q4+. (3.24) 

Similarly, by 6. = — sup h(@) > 0, (3.20) and R’ ¢ E, for 6 € OL, 
9€O_ 

| f( Re’) < exp{ (h(8) + e)V(R’)} 
  

< exp{(—6_ + e)V(R’)} 

< exp (-SVe)) .
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Then from (3.23), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.17), for 6 € O_, 

| f(R’e") — a,(R'e"*)| > [ax(Rie)| — | f( Re?) | 
1° 1 

> exp {-om (sR, — —7n (s',—) clan} 

~ exp (-S v8) 

1 1 
> exp {10m (sR —) — 2n (sR ~) Clan}. 

  

Therefore 

log* < 10m (38 =) 42n (3K ~) C(q,7) 8 | f (R’e#®) _ a,( R'e®®)| ) ay ’ ak q,7) . 

We obtain 

1 
m (R710) <«T(R’,f), k=1,2,---,q4+1. (3.25) 

— ar 

Combining (3.24) and (3.25), we deduce that 

So, by the definition of deficiency, (3.16), (3.18), (3.19) and (3.26), 

m( R',——;R) > eT(Rf), k=1,2)-:,q41. 
f — a 

Hence we know that g > 0. So by (3.16), for any a;,(z), 1 < k < q+1, there exists 

an interval [a;, + 7, 6;, —1], 1 <j <q, such that 

/ 1 K ! / 

R, Fou wi lea, +; B;, — 7] > F(R, D). 

Since there are q+ 1 deficient functions and q intervals, there exist a,,(z), az, (z) and 

an interval [a;, + 7,8; —n] (1 < i,k < q+1, 1 < jo < gq), denoted simply by 

ay(z), ag(z) and [a + 7, 6; — 9], respectively, such that 

  

1 
m (x. a [a + 7, Pr ~_ ii > TR f), k = 1,2. (3.27) 

k
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Now noting that I, UT is a union of finitely many closed intervals and 

  

nmR exp(™/2) — 1 
< meas{T U r} = 8 exp(17/2) 

4exp(17/2) 

we use Lemma 3.4 and find that there exists a o satisfying 

2exp(17/2) expr /2) 41 <o < exp(17/2) (3.28) 

such that o7'R’, oR’ € T, UT2. Moreover, since the sum of diameters of the disks 

in {D,}, U{D,}2 does not exceed 

nmR c R’ 

8exp(7n/2) a0 4’ 

” ” ! _?) g 2 180 nit there exist 09 € (a y+ yu +3 and 65 € (41 ra 1 such that ret’, re‘’o ¢ 

{Di}, U {Dr}, for any r € [0 1 R’, oR’). 

Now consider the sector 

O65 +65 

2 
  arg z — 

/ A 

s={e:Zchlsor’ < % eh 
a 2 

By the discussion above, OSM ({D;}1 U {D;}2) = 0, where OS denotes the boundary 

of S. And by (3.14) and (3.28), 

  

  

Sc {z:|z| < 3R}. (3.29) 

So by (3.22), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.17), if z = re” € OS, then 

log|a,(re”)| < 5m(3R, ax) + n(3R, a,)C(q,7) 

< «V(R) <eV(R’), k= 1,2. (3.30) 

Moreover 

log| f(re’’)| < V(r)
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uniformly in @ € lay + , Bi - | if r is sufficiently large. So by (3.30) and (3.1), for 

z=re® € 9S, 

log| f(ret®) — az(re"®)| < log*|f(re'®)| + log*|ax(re””)| + log 2 

<eV(r) + €V(R’) + log 2 

< 3eV(oR’) 

< 3e(0% +1)V(R'), k=1,2. 

Therefore | 

W,.(z) = (f(z) — an(z)) exp{—3e(o* + 1)V(R’)} (3.31) 

is analytic in S except for finitely many poles and |W;(z)| <1 for z € OS, k = 1,2. 

Letting 

    

8 +%  — %H— 4% 
C= EG 

we have from (3.14) and (3.28) that 

n , =~ —, 3.32 2(85 — 80) (3.32) 

1 
6< D 2loga < my. 

By Lemma 3.5 it follows that for any 6 € [a + i 0 — Z| 

  

    

    

2 2 

log|W;,(R’e"”)| < —Kom | R’ J [60 + Tg _ 4 
~ WwW,’ 27° 2 

20 R’)** + log] —> (20 3 . (3.33) 
j= (Rie? — cet) 

where 

646° 1677+ 
Ko = logo exp (- | (3.34) 

and {c,,};4, is the set of poles of a,(z) in S, k= 1,2. Since R'e® ¢ {Di}, U{Di}o, 

and (3.29) and (3.21) hold, 

tk . n(3R,a,) 

(6R)GRan)—ts . ][| Fe” _ cx,1| > I] | R’e”? — cK 

l=1 Il=1
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nmR n(3R,ax) 

> , , &=1,2. 
32e(q + 1) exp(17/2) 
  

Hence 

  

tk nm n(3R,a,) 

Rie? — > -(6R)*, k=1,2. 
LI an oe (imag + Tena) (oR) 

By (3.33) and oR’ < 3R, 

log|Wi(R’e™*)| < —mom (Ha [A + 26% I) +n(3R,ax)C(q,n). (3.35) 
k 

  

27° 2 

Clearly 

1 1 
logt > logt ——_____ 

|Wi(2)| f(z) — ax(z)| 

for any z. So we have 

m( RL; [Go + 2,65 ~ 2) >m(R,—_; [60+ 2 9, — 2 (3.36) 
Wi,’ 2° 21) ~  f — a,’ 2” 2 

From (3.34), (3.32) and (3.28), we see that 

K K -—_? -exp 4 —87( 8; —a Zexp(n/2)_ ) 
0 FB — an) n Sa(A1 ~ a) (98 Sea) \ 

Noting that [a; + 7,81 — 7] C 6 + 559 — a), we have by (3.31), (3.35), (3.36), 

(3.7), (3.8) and (3.17), that for 6 € [ay +n, 8, — n| 

  log| f(R’e”) — a,(R’e”)| < —K,m (#, j sar + 1.44 — al) 
+ 3¢ ((exp(an/2))” + 1) VOR) + n(3R", ax)C(qsn) 

< Kym @ j - 7 lon ts Ba — ii) 

+ 4e ((exp(nn/2))’ + 1) V(R’). 
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Hence by (3.27) and (3.7), for any 6 € [a1 + 7, Ai — 7), 

log| f( R’e’’) _ a,(R’e™*)| < {2 + de ((exp(n/2))” + 1] i} T(R’, f) 

"1 T(R',f), k=1,2. <3 (R’, f) 

Equivalently 

(Fe) — aul Ree) < exp | SCRA}, k= 12 

Setting S(r) = = T(r, f), 
q 

Es(R’, a;(z), f) NM Es(R, a2(z), f) > [ay + nN, Br ~ 7). 

Therefore, 

meas{ E5(R’,a;(z), f) 0 Es(R’, a2(z), f)} > 2n. (3.37) 

Here 27 > 0 is a constant, and R’ > R can be made arbitrarily large. So (3.37) 

contradicts Lemma 3.6. This completes the proof in the case 1. 

Case 2: p= 0 

In this case h(@) > 0 for all 0 € C. That means that C = O,. As in (3.24), for 

any meromorphic function a(z) # 0, oo satisfying (3.6), we have 

m (#. —) = 0. 

Then, since R’ can be made arbitrarily large, we have 6(a(z), f) = 0. The theorem 

is proved in this case.
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